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We consider certain combinator,al problems and their consequences i II PN - N. Let 9 be any 
family of infinite subsets of N. Then we are interested in conditions under which it is possible to 
find an almost disjoint family &! = {AF : F E 9) such that AF C F. If such a family & exists, we 
call 9 separable. We note that any family of cardinality le ss than c is iseparable, but that it is 
independent of the negation of the Continuum I-Iypothesdti as to whether or not a union of M, 
separable families i; qeparable. We consider the separability of unions of ultrafilters and use our 
results to show that it is consistent hat if S is any nowhere dense subset of fi$N - N, then there 
exists a family of c pairwise disjoint open sets eat”? of which is disjoint from S hlut contains S in its 
closure. 
We also consider ectangular arrays of subsets of bii subject to the condition that each row and 
each column is an almost disjoint family, and we consider various ma,~imality questions 
concerning these. We then note that if there exists such an array with K rows and K + columns and 
the columns arc all maximal, then (?N - N may *be covered by K + nwvhere dense sets. 













In this paper we consider several extensions of the notion of almOst dkjointness, 
and we show how some of these can be applied to obtain consistency results 
concerning PN - 1J. Let N be the set of natural numbers, and let 
aIf infinite subsets OJ! N. Then we define a famil 
separable iff there: exists an almost-d%jsizt family 
prove that while t:ve:ry family 9’ 
every countable: union of separa 
ported by a strait 
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Continlrum Hypoth& as to whether or not every mien of NI separabkfamilies is 
separable,. We shall use separability ‘to provi that it is a consequence of’ the 
Continuum Hypothesis and consistent with the negation of it that every nokvhere 
dense subset S of PN - admits a family % of c disjoint .open sets such that 
U E 9 + (S C 0 but S n U := fl). Next, we shall consider ectangular arrays of 
members of 9 *(IV) such that each row end each coiumn kxms atn almost-disjoint 
family, and we shall deal with maximality problems concerning these, Finally, we 
shall prove that the existence of certain maximal ar**=*E -sin say e J &k upper bounds of the 
Baire number of p N - N. 
The organization of this paper will be as follows. fn this section we shall 
introduce the notation common to the remaining sections. Then in Sections 2,3 and 
4, we shall deal with separability, maximal arrays, and applications to p N - N, 
respectively. In each of these sections we shall include consistency and indepen- 
dence results, but we shall postpone the proofs of these until Section 5. Thus no 
knowledge of forcing methods will be required of the reader until Section 5. We 
shall conclude, in Se&on 6, with a list of open problems. 
We begin with some noiation and definitions. Let N be the set of natural 
numbers, let N be the topological space consisting of N and the discrete topology, 
let @N be the Stone-tech compactification of N, for any set A let 9(A) be the 
power set of A and let P(A) be the set of infinite subsets of A, for any function f
and any set A included in the domain of f let f[A ] = {f(a) : a E A ), and for any !iet 
A let IA 1 be the cardinality of A. 
Also, for any countable sets A and 23 we define A to be almost contained in B 
(denoted A C* B), almost equal to B (denoted A =* B), or almost disjoint from 
B, iff B - A, (B - A) U (A - B), t7r A n B, respectively, is finite. For any 
denumerable set S we define a subset g of 9 ‘“(S) to be an alnzost-&j&t family 
(denoted ADF) over S iff its elements are pairwise almost disjoint and to be a 
maximal almost-disjoint family (denoted MAD;) sver S ifi it is an ADF ov& S 
and is not properly contained in any other ADF over S. We shall sometimes use the 
notation K -ADF or H:-MAIIIF when the family in question has cardinality K. 
Similarly, we define a family 9 = {F, E 9 *(S) : (Y E K} to be a K-tower iff 
Q! < /3 c K -+ & C” Fa, and to be maximal iff th.ere is no infinite subset ,nf S which 
is almost contained in every member of 9. shall denote tJ/le sm,;allest cardinal K 
for which there exists a maximal K -tower by It is well known that K, is no larger 
than the smallest infinite cardinal K fCr which there exists a K -MtQZ”??, and t5at if K 
is any infinite cardinal strictly less th::ln -, then 2* = c [IO] I Tt is J&O wePI known 
that Martin’s Axiom, which is consistent with the negati.on of the Continuum 
Hypothesis [ 121, Lnpiies that 
We shall use Greek letter %3x= orrdinals and most cardinals, and we ide:ntify 
cardinals with initial ordinals. 4: shaHI continue to use c to denote the cardinality of 
the l:ontikluum, and we G .ll assume the Axiom of Choice throughout and wi,thout 
further mention. of an indexed family 9 = (Fi : i E &, we shall. not 
nece!;sarily assu # 1:s unless 9 is referred to as an A 
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latter case it will be assumed that i # j implies that Fi and fii :~rre infinite and almost. 
disjoint, and, therefore, distinct. 
For any family 9 = (Fi E ST*(N) : I E I} we define an ADF {Si : i E 11) to be a 
separating famiby for P iti Si c Fi for each i E I9 and, as we: hav? mentioned, we 
define a family 9 6: $9) *(N) to be separable iff it admits a sepalrating family. An 
obvious example of a non-separable family is 9 *(N) itself. We first note that every 
such example must have cardinaltiy c. We wish to thank J. Baumgartner for 
pointing out that this is a special case o* a g0known theorem [ 1, 1,. 140], so we have 
Theorem 2.1 (Baumgartner, Hajnajl and Mate [l])” Every family of the form 
{A, & 9 *(IV) : a .< K < c) is seprable. 0 
For a generalization of this to fattailies over uncountable cardinals ee [4]. 
Cor~IIary 2.2. Every family {Fa E 9 *(N) : QC < c} cmttainrng strictly fewer thm c 
distinct elements is sepamble. 
Proof. Separate the distinct elements with a separating family 5;4 and construct a 
e-ADF over each member of 9’. An appropriate subfamily of the union of these 
e-ADFs will now separate the original family. a 
We next consider a necessary and sufficient condition for separability which will 
be extremely useful for consistency results concerning ultrafilters and j3N - N. For 
any set S IE 9 *(N) :znd any ADF d define 
Sd ={(S fU)EP{S):A Ed}. 
Then for any family @ C 9 *(N) define an ADF SQ to clover 9 iff for each F E 9 the 
family F& is infinite, and to strongly cover SF iff each Ed’ has cardinality c. We then 
have 
Theorenn 2.3. A family 9 C 9 *(N) is sepmb!e iif tb;aere Iexists UPI ADF ~vhich 
strongly covers it. 
Proof. Assume there exists al family 9’ which separates 9, and1 shoos: a c-AD 
over each member of 9. Clearly, the union of these c-ADFs wilI <;trongIy cover 
Now assume that there exists an ADF d = {A, : a <L’ cl c*:lhich ‘stron 
family .q = {F, : QI~ c’ R: 6 c}. We define an injection $ from K into 
Thus assuming that 4 has been defined for all /3 < CR, we set 
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e family Sp = {F, n A +(o) : QC <= K } separates 35 n 
If every infmite MADF has cardindity C, then a family :$ C ii?@ *(IV) 
is separable ifl there exists an ADF which couem it. 
Extend the covering ADF to a MADF .kL Then for each F E 9 the family 
F& will be an infinite MADF over F and will, therefore, have cardinality c. 
& will strongly cover 9. cl 
As an example of the consequences of this theorem, we mention a corollary 
which will follow immediately from 4.5. The separability of individual ul 
was first proven by Hindman [7] using t Continuum Hypothesis and then 
reprojzn under the present hypothesis by oitman [9]. 3esulk.s on families of 
ultrafiiiters, however, appear to be new. 
C~~rol!i:~~ 2.5. If every infinite MADF has carlinality c, and ZF is any set of 
ultrafi i fen, hen 
a) j 9 I< c -3 U 9 is separable. 
b) ILJZF is separable ifl for every set S E 9 *(N) there zxists a set T c S which is 
inlfnir~~ but which does not 6eZong to any member of 9. cl 
Thi,:: general question of just when unions of separable families are themselves 
separable is somewhat more diticult. In particular, the obvious analogue of 2.1 is 
not a theorem of set theory. For example, suppose that e has cofinality N1. Then 
9 *(N ) can be decomposed into 1 subfaamilies each of cardkality less than c and, 
therefore, each separable. Furth more, even the restriction that c have cofinality 
1 may be removed. In fact, it will follow from 5.2 that it is consistent with the 
axioms of set theoq that c be “any”’ cardi of uncountable cofinality and that 
g7’ *(PJ) nevertheless be decomposable into separable fsmilies. More precisely 
is any coundable standard model 0f Zewnelo-Frdrenkd Set 
my cardinal in of uncountable kality, che;tz there is an 
which contains the same cardinals as and in which P*(N) is 
decomposable into ~8~ sep-arable subfamilies but c = K. F;i 
On the other hand, we do have positive :results, especially for coumable uni,ons. 
We first note that finite unions preserve s~epa~X:aipility. 
3. The union of two separab&e fizmiilies is separable. 
z : err < h ) be two arbitrary se 
ay assurrz 
egin our construction ot a sqmrating 
i . ’ , 
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family for 9 U 3 by constructing a family !P+ = {F,’ c : a CZ K) as follows. Let 
Ea if F is almost disjoint from each G E 3, 
F,’ = F, n Gfi if /? is the least member of A such that 
p;u n q&*0. 
Next, use the same construction to define 41” in terms of JZP-. It is now clear that 
F+ II W+ lacks being, aseparating ADF only in that there might be pairs (but never 
more than two) of elements which are equal. Thus to complete the construction it is 
sufficien .IA each case where we have E,* = C;i to partition this set int’s two disjoint 
infinite sets and to replace czch of the F,’ and Ci by one of these in :!P CJ W. The 
resulting family will then be a separting family for 9 U 3. cl 
This then extemdls to much larger unions. 
Proof. Let (S= : a < K } be any collection sf fewer than separable: families. We 
construct asequence (3’a : a < K} of ADFs such that each 9, se@rates the family 
U[S~ : y c a}. Thus let Y,, = 0, and for each .cu < K let .!!a+1 be any sepnralting 
family for Ya cl 9.. If for each a we index 
then ir will follow from the construction that for each F belonging tlcb some SU and 
each linait ordinal A S K the family & = {!5!: ar < 6 < h} will be a (h -. ar )-tower. 
But since we have assumed that K < & for each limit ordina.1 h S K and each 
F E U{S, : a < A} we may set SC; to be any infinite subset of N whiich extends the 
tower Y$. The family 
is now the desired sepa,.rating family. G 
In particular, since is always uncountable, we have 
Corollary 2.9. Every countable uniorl of separable fimilies is separable. u 
Thus we see that 2.6 is best possible. However, in the other direction, we 
remember that Martill’s Axiom implies that c and is consistent with c hieing 
arbitrarily large, so we have 
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efineafamilyse={A,BE~*(N):rw<sc,P<X)tobea~-.h,-array iffeach 
row A& = {A E: /3 < A} an6 each colunsrz dp =z {A$ ICY < K} is an ADF. For conve- 
nience, we adopt the convention that K s A. We define such an array to be maximal 
iff no new row or column can be added, to be c-maximal (r-maximal) iff every 
column (row) is a MADF, and to be bimaxinzal iff it is both c-maximal and 
r-maximal. We note that while bimaximality implies each sf the remaining notions 
of maximality, there are no other re:lati:onships among them except in the finite 
case. 
We first consider existence questions concerning bimaximality., In a private 
c:Bmmunication R.M. Sofovay has noted that if there exists a K-IvIADF, then K 
ai;?ropriate permutations of this family may be used as the rows of a bimaximal 
K - ~-array. Thus we have 
iheorena 3.1 (Sok~q). There exic:ts &! bimaxima! K - K -array if there exists a 
K -MADE c? 
In parGcular., this implies that there always exists a bimaximal c - c-array, and 
since Martin’s Axiom implies that every infinite MADF has cardinality c, it is 
consistent with the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis that these are the only 
(with respect o cardinalitv) infinxte bimaximai arrays, On the other hand, in Section 
5 (5.4) we shall outline a” proof of 
TiumJirem 3.2. It is consistent with the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis that 
there exist bimaximal K - A -arrays for a!! mcountable cardinals K S A S c 0 
As in the case uf MADFs, the existence of certair? bimaximal arralys implies the 
others, and this will be quite useful in dealing with singular cardinals;. We begin by 
showing that given appropriate MAIN’s, we can always increase the number of 
rows in a bimaximal array. 
3..% For any cardinals K < p •~: A if there exists a bima*xim,al K - A-array 
and there exists a p -NlADF, then there exists a bimu,ximak p - A -array. 
Let d = (A ! : cy < K, p c A} be any bimaxin ial K - A -array, and for each 
= & lf < p } be a bimaximal p - p -array over A 1. Then it is easily 
illy l-4 2 : a G K, =C j, and {,& < p) can tie reindexed into a 
imaximal I_I, - A -arra;‘. 13 
urar1s is also so 
require 
ut it alppears to 
more than pus 
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IJ If lu and A are any injkite cardinals such that h is singular a~[$ is the 
tilew? of cardinah (he) for which there exist bit?taximal! K - At -al’~q?s, 
then there exists a bimaximal K - h -array. 
Assume that {A, : 5 < cf(A )) is an increasing sequence of cardlinals approach- 
mg A such that for each 5 theire is a bimaximal K - & -array .&. we ;!wmne= withsut 
loss of generality that & >cf(h), and we use essentially the same construction ‘aTIe 
used to add neiw TOWS. However, we be& nat with a K - ~-array, but with ,&,. 
Then we replace each element A! E J&, with a copy of J& over it if p (: cf(X ) or 
with a bimaximal K - K -array if p 2 cf(h ). Agai- 14, reindexing y ie ds the desired 
array. a 
Corolllary 3.5. If There exist bimaximal K - h-arrays for ali uncountabie regular 
cardinals K S A s c, then there exist bimaximd K - A-arrays for laZZ uncoupttable 
ckdinals K GA Gs. 
ProoiL Eisewhere [S] we have shown that if there exist K -MA Fs for all uncount- 
able regular car G c, then there exist K-M~~DFs for all uncountable 
cardinals K S c. CJ 
We next look at row and column maximality. Row maximality is ea?;:; since we 
can always remove rows from a square bimaximal array, we have tk following 
corollary to 3.1. 
chroltary $6.. hr a?ay cardinals K 6 A there exists an r-maxima& v - A -array ifl 
there exists a A -MADE q 
Unfortunately, our applications are of c -maximality, and this % more difficult. In 
th,e finite case there is no problem; we have 
?‘heorem 3.7. A ,/inite c-maximal WI - n-atray exists od’y for m =z n, and such an 
array is always bimaximal!. 
Proof. Let d = (A i : i e: m, j < a} by any finite c-maximal array. We note that for 
any set S E 9*(N) there must exist a function f from n into m such that the set 
n(&, : j < n} rl S is infinite. To obtain f, we proceed inductive1.y. Since the first 
column is maximal, there is an i < ne such that S, = S i’7 A y is infinite. 
and continue the: process using SE for S. 
Now suppose that m < PI and let f be as above with ince the domain of 
will be greater that it there will be at least two distinct j*, k -: 
abqve. Since the range of f will in this case be equal to its domain by the arsunent 
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just used, f must be: a bijection. Thus for any row s& the set JI{-*[~) has iInfinite 
intersection with S. However, since S was an arbjtrary member of !P *(IV), w: have 
shown is 
K -array implies< the existe nce of 
a c-maximal K - K +-array. 
We conclude this section with some rlesults on maximal arrays. The simpZest way 
in which an array can be maximal is to have at least one maximal row ar,d one 
maximal column. If in fact we allow these, it is easy to construct maximal :rrrays, 
and only one such row and column is needed. 
‘theorem 3,8. If for any tW0 cardin& K N c A there exist Mh a +c -MADE; and a 
A-MADF, then theRe exists a mcznimczl x - A -away with exactly one maximal row 
alrcli one maximal column. 
Proof. Let {A,, : a a< K} be a K-MADF, let {BP : p < A 1 be a A -MADF!, and 
assume, without loss of generality, that. A0 = &,. We construct a maximal K - A - 
array{A,B:a<~,p<A)bysettingA!!=A,,A$= BP9 and choosing the remaining 
entries from ztmong the member of any h -MADF over &. cl 
We do not, by any means, have a complete converse: to this. Et is certainly 
conceivable, for example, that for some cardinal K there might exist a maximal 
K- h -arr&y but not a K -MADE However, for K infinite but “small enough” we see 
this cannot happen.. 
‘Sheore~~ 3.9. If K is any infinite cardinal strictly iess than M,, then for no cardinal A 
dues there exist a m@ximai! K - A-array. 
roof, Let K be an;y injjnit p cardinal ess than K,, and let 912 ={AZ: C.Y C K,, /3 < A} 
be any K - h -array. We shall prove that it is always possible to add a new row to d. 
Vie ljroceed by d&efining inductively an ordinal a G K, 8 sequence 
(& G p”“(N) : 6 < w}, z;.nd functions f and g from u into K and A respectively. Let 
B. = A:!, let’f(0) = g(0) := 0, and supp\ase we have already constructed Bs f ({), and 
g(C) for all $ c & P ,lA:lose any set B t E 9 *(IV) which is almost co:l;ltained %n each of 
the & already chosen, and choose any A g such that p is not yet in the range of g 
ad 3 z n A E # * 01. Then set Be =I3 r 17 A E, f (5) = a, and g(t) = p. If, however, 
eitIlea of these clhcjices cannot be made, then the con&ruction ends, and t 
&comes rot. 
e first show that P y exists. ‘LIP see this we note that because rows in s& are 
Imes,t d’+oint while any two d!stinct ne:Lze are not, the 
nclion J _nust be injective. But since it Gch is less than 
o, its domain G :qust also have cardinality less than 
s the choice of B g. 
and this, by definition, 
e: now use this to add a new row to J& Because B $ exists and the construction 
ended at or, it follows that B z has the property that it is almost disjoint from every 
member of every column whose index does not appear in the range of g. 
Furthermore, each column in & is an infinite ADF of cardinality K < 
it is known that the cardinality of the smallest infinite MADF is at l/east I&, no such 
column can be a MADF. Therefore, for each p in the range of g we may chootie a 
set CEE P*(N) which is almost disjoint from each member of sP. Hence if we 
define Cf = B $ for all p not in the range of g, the family % = {C!: p < A} will 
contain fewer than K, distinct members, but will have the property that each 
member Cf is almost disjoint from every member of &‘. Thus Z’ is separable by 
2.2, and it is c&r that any separating family for % can be added as a Ned row to ~4, 
q 
Since Kt is always uncountable, we have 
Corollary 3.10. For no cardinal A does there exist a maximal o - A -array. a 
Similarly, since Martin’s Axiom implies that K, = c, we also have 
Corturllary 3.111. It is 
for K infinite, the only 
consistent with 
maximal K - h -arrays be c - z-arrays. 
the negation of the Continuum1 E ypo thesis that 
II 
Finally, we note that in our proof of 3.9 we used the nonfiniteness. o’f K only to 
assure uhat no column of & cculd !be maximal. Thus we may combine this with 3.7 
to obtain 
Corollary 3.12. !f k is $nite, then jkv eoery cardinal h eves maxiimal k - A -array s 
has at least one and at most k ma,rimal columns, q 
Related to these questions is the question of just when there can exi,st maximal 
arrays xplithout maximal rows or maximal columns. Ocr sepa~abiliity results give us 
rather s&rong negative rzsuhs. 
Theorem 3.13. If Se is any maximal K - h-array, then 
a) A C c-+ & has at least one maximal row and one maximal coluWZn, 
b) K Cc+ d has at l;lo,st one maximal row, 
c)’ k c’ min(cc\, A) + ,aE has at letzst one ,maxiii=zI ro:-v and at kst ow but ,fewej. 
thaor. k m;.axbna! columns. . 
. Parts a aad b foll.ow imm-:diately from the separability ( 
cardinality less then c applie as in the pro~~f 0 
lo2 S.H. dYech&r / &meraiizatio& of almost di~joinmqs 
b, 3.22, and the fact thlat if there were k maximal columns9 these, by 3.7, would 
ff>rm abimaximal array, and there could be no other columns, 0 
Every vnaximai array with. no maximal rows (ad no maximal 
coluw2ns) must be a c - c-army. Cl 
After all this it is perhaps urprising that there should exist a positive examplt~, 
but 3.14 telB;r: us where to look, and we have 
5,. There exists a maxirrgal e-c-array with r18 maxhzal rows cd ~10 
maximal columns. 
. Let E be the set of even natural numbers, let {A f : a, p < c} bcz a bimaxim,al 
r(: - c-array over the set ,‘V - E, and let {P, : a < c) be a listing of the family 
‘iE P .- ; P E P*(E)}. It is rhen easily seen that the c -c-array [BE: a, c3 c c} 
defined by 
is maximal over I+J but cantains no maximal rows or columns. 13 
pplications to p N - N 
We use the usual conventions reg,arding the representation of ON - N as the set 
of free ultrafilters over N. In particular, 9*(N) then reprezcnts a clopen base for 
the nonempty open sets. Folr each A E 9 *(IV) we denote the corresponding clopen 
by CA, and flor each nonempty clopen set C in fl N -. PJ we choose 
some fixed set in P*(‘N) which represents it and denote that set by AC, 
Questions of separal.bility then reduce to questions of disjoint refinements. For 
exampie, 2.1 becomes 
= {Vi : i E I) is amy family of fewer than C nWW7upt~ open . 
them then? exists a family V ;=5 {Vi c LJi : i E I} of pairwise &joint 
~wnempty open subsets of kl 
roof. Choose a family % = {Ci G Ui : i E 1) of nonempty clopen subsets. ‘Then 
94 = {A, : C E %?} admits al separating IamQ by 2.1, and the farr$y of subsets of 
BDr it represents may be used as 4r. 0 
. more interesting appliication is to a notion introduced by Windman [7] for 
Gnts wh%zh we extend to sets, edefineaset SCpr - R to-be !:I’ c-set iB there 
n sets such that S in cllont;iined in: *Se frontier of 
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An examination of Hindman’s work shows that it can be generalized to 
roo9. !$Jppose the union of the uhrafilters in S is separated by the family ‘V. For 
each ‘V 6: V choo:;e a e=ADF {V* : a Cc} over V. Then for each cu c 
w, = lJi;c,, : v EY’), and % =={Wa : ! c:c}. 
Clearly o7e is the desired set of c disjoint open sets. The proof in the other direction 
is straightforward D tl 
We suspect that a set is a c-set iff it i.s nowhere dense, but we are only able to 
prove the consist;:ncy of this. We note 
‘9’!1eer~en11 4.3* _A ,!:et S Z: fipJ - N is nowhere dense ifl the union of thCp zrltrafikrs in it 
admits a couer, a,vzd it is a c-set ifl he union admits a strong cover. 
Proof. If S is nowhere: dense, we may choose a famiiy % of disjoint clopen subsets 
of /3N -I N whose union is dense in the complement of S. But because, S is nowhere 
dense, *l:his unioar will also be dense in p N - N itself. Thus the family % = 
{CL’ : U E %} will be a MADF and will cover the union of tlhe uhrafilters in S. 
Similarly, if the union of the ultrafilters in S admits a cover ,d, and if .M is any 
extension of d to a MADF:, then S will be in t ‘+ a omplement of the dense open set 
U - I&A,, : lb2 t:! A}. The remaining part of ahe 5 :*OK m follo!ws directly from 2.3 
and 4.2. I3 
Corollary 4.4. ZJ every coverabHe family of subsets of N I i i, 3 *L ,**.- .krr+ie, then. a 
subset of p N - N is a c-set ifl it is nowhere dens?. cl 
Coroll~y 45 IjFeoery infinite MADFhas cardina!ity c, thvz a subset of j3 3 - N is e 
c -set ifl it is tmvk!.ere dense. cl 
Since both IVIartin’s Axiom and the Continuum Hypothesis imply that every 
MADF has cartlinality c, we have 
Corollary 4~5. 13oth ?@artin’s Axiom and the: Continuum Hypothesis imply thczt a . 
subset of/3 i is a c -set ifi it is nowhere dens;;*. 
The conversers of these last two corollaries are both false, however. 
i’t is consistent with the 
m4 Sk% Ekhler / C?evwalimtions of almost disjoindws 
therefore, with the mgatirr Mmin ‘s Axiom ) that then: exisi an 
that 'every srobse: of p I% - be a c-set ij$ it is nowhere dame. 
. This will follow immediat eiy from 5.3 and the fact 
arrington in a private communication. that if there exist at le 
of N in a model of set theory, then the model contains 
discussion of “generic” subsets ee Section 5, [3], or [ll].) 
On the other hand, the converse of 4.4 is true. 
co Every rmwhere dense subset of /3 
family of swbiets of N is strongly coverable. 
is a c-set if every cmeru&k 
f. Let 9 be any coverable family which is not strongly coverable and let A be 
any MADF which covers it. Then the complement F of the open set cJ{C, : M E 
) will be nowhere dense but *will not be a c-set. To see this, note that each 
member of ,C% will appear in the uni’on ef the I;;pints of F’, so for F tq 55 a c-set, !F 
would have to be strongly coverable. q 
In his original work, Hindman dealt with points, and he defined a point 
to be 8 c-point iff {p} were, in our terminology, a c-set. While we do 
not know if every nowhere dense set of c-poants is a c-set, we do see immediitely 
from 2.8 and 4.2 that 
Any set of fewer that I c -points, and, in pcrrticular, any countable set 
of c -poin?s is a c -set. I.3 
Another type of point of interest in PN - is the super p-point investigated by 
Booth f2]. A point p’ E 0 is defined to be a super p-point iff it is in the interior 
of the intersection af every family of fewer tlqan c open sets all of which contain it. 
EquivalentSy, H) is a super p-point Zff or each family 9 c p (as a point in /3 N - N, p 
is an ultrafilter) of cardinality less than c there is a set S E p which is ialmost 
contained In every member of 9. While super p-points are far from equivalent to 
c-points (in fact Hindman proved thrjt there always exist: c-points, but it is Iknown 
that th,ere are no supe:r p-points in many models), we note that not only are super 
p-points always c -points, but we even hat-e 
. set of super p-points is a c-set if i3 nowhere dense. . 
en by 4.3 there is a 
and any set F such thalt F E p E S and 1 EM, 1 s< e. E?cllt whik 
oaer F, we also h3ve {F- owever, since p is a super g-point, 
st exist a set kil hich is almost contained in each F - 
sjoint from each E FA and is contanned (modulo at mos 
FA cannot be a q 
Perhaps ?re most surprising application of arrays -is to the aire number of 
Y where we define the B&e number of a space to be the smallest number of 
nowhere dense sets needed to cover it, or, equivalently,‘the smallest number of 
dense open sets with empty intersection. We first note that by mimicking the 
standard proof of the Baire Category Theorem we have 
Theme 4.11.. The 
always g aeater th aft 
imply tht is greater than c. 
is strictry greater t&m 
xiom and the Co&nuu 
But on the other hand we prove that 
.l%. I,F there exists a c-maximal dc - K +-awuy, tken the hire number of 
@U-N is tit mo3t K+. 
Brde Let d = ‘[A E : O! < K, p < !C ‘} be a c-maximal K - K +-array, and for ei3Ch 
a<~ andpO:+set 
43: = C,,$ 
Since each column is maximal, e:ach open set B @ = U(B t : a < K} is dense in 
PN - N. We noliu claim that the family 
each of whose snembers i dense open, has empty intersection. To prove this, 
suppose otherwilse, and Bet p E fk. Then for each fi <‘K * there ex:ists an ordinal 
f(P) C K such that lp E B f&l. This yields a function f from K + into K, so t\ere must 
exist distinct yp q!i < K + sirch that f(r) = f(s) and 1p E BJ’(,, n Byt6,. But this irnpiies 
that 
which violates the almost-disjointness of J&,~. 
Now cumbin,ing_ this with 3.2 and letting K = 
106 Sd?X Hechlw / Generafizaths uf almost .~3jointness 
Note that we do not use the fact that the columns of.& are ADFs, but only the 
fact that there is no set S E P*(N) which is almost disjoint from every rriember of 
some column. 
Elsewhere [S], we have defined a space to be of the second *category iff its Baire 
number is greater tksn its weight. Since the weight of @+I - is always 5 we 
combine 4.1 I w&h 4.’ 3 to obtain 
It is independent of the negation c#’ the Continuum Hypotbzesis as fo 
w3jether or rw-?f p N - N is of the second *category. •J 
In this section we shall be interested in two classes of models of 
Zermelo-FraenLef set trheorp with Choice (which we denote by ZFC’): those in 
-which there ailr generic subsets of IV in the sense oif Cohen [3], and a class which we 
shall construct in a manner eminiscent of that we usc;d in [6]. When we spe& of a 
model N as having a set Sp of generic subsets of IV, we shall mean that there is a 
countable standard model M such that N = [gP] and the extension isgeneric in the 
sense of Cohen. For more details see [3] or [Hi. We shall use the fact that if in the 
extension 9 = {S, : a < K) and if is det:omposed into two disjoint sets Y and Q 
such that the s’et {IX : Sa f T} is in , then we will have N = M[Y] = MjS] [%!I, and 
N will be a generic extension over M[,T]. Tkis will be especially &:ful when 
combined with the fact that if A is any subset of N whicltt is in a generic extension 
M[Zf], then there is a countable set SpA c 9 which satisfies the condition above on 
5 and for which we have A in the mDde1 [9*]. This set 9” will be called the 
srdppart of A. 
We first note that the addition of even cne generic set separates everytking 
already th.ere, More precisely 
is a model of ZFC and 
(P*(N))M is separable in WI . 
is a generic extension of ilr, then 
f. Let f be the unique order preserving function from JV onto S (i.e. ;f(n) is the 
nth member of S), let {Fb E (9*@& : < c! be arly e-ADF in MI, JInd let 
{RR : cx c c} be any indexiag of (P *(PQM in . Tken it is not hard to show that 
$uch that 
V . 
But cb.n give only ~nite~y muck infor 
To sr.te tkis, assume it is false for some Q! CC. Then there must eriist a c;Dndlition p 
and so may easily be 
S.H. Hechler / Generalizations of G!most disjoinmess 
extended to cr3ntradict this. Thus the family {Pa! n F[.Fa ] : a < c) separates 
(9 *(s&A. a 
Combining this with the above mentioned properties of generic extensions, we 
see that once we have unlcountably many generic sets, we can decompose 9 *(W) in 
an interesting nlanner. 
mre1u %2!. If is any model of 2X@ in wbtich there are lat least 1 generic subsets 
of IV, then P *(.?+I) can 6e decomposed into a collection of 1 separa6Ee families. 
Proof, By our hypothesis, there is a set 9 of pf, generic subsets of N and a model 
such that N = pl!l[[ 9’1. Now for each S E 54 define 
9s = (:a’ V))M[Y-IS)] and 9 = (9s : s E 9). 
Clearly 9 is a collection of 1 subsets of 9 *(N) each of which by 5.1 is separable. 
Eiut if A is any mc:mber of 9 *(IV), the;? for any S e yk (;.md such S exist because 
s(a the support of A is countable) we hclove A E &. Thus L,J% = 9 “(IV). cl 
Finaliy, we see that in a generic extension with c generic sets we do not need the 
hypothesis that infinite MADFs are c-MNDFs. 
Theorem r$A Xf N is any modeI of ZFC ccantaiveirtg c generic subsets of N, then a 
family tF C !?P *(NJ is stasazgly coBera6le ifl it is caoemble. 
Proof. We may ashme that N = M[Y] where 9 is a family of c generic subsets of Iv 
and where c in IV1 is equal to c in N. Now let 9 C P *(IV) be any coverable family. 
Choose any c-MP.DF J&! = {Ma : a < c] which covers 9, and index ,sP = {Sol :&y < c} 
so that for no 42 ii S, in the support of A&. It now follows from tk properties of 
generic extensions; usfng essentially the same arguments 211s in the proof of “-.l that 
for each cw <:: c WC: may Dse S,, @o construct ;I as-NDF &,, over hl,, such that 
Now let J&c+ =U(& a : a < c}. We shall show 1:hat ,Icc+ strongly covers 5 Let PC be 
any member of P. Then F& must be infinite beczluse A covets F. Furthermore, 
since J# is maximal, Fd must be maximal over F and, therefore, uncountable. Thus 
there must be an Q! such that E Cl M, is inltinite and & &’ 9;. &et this implies that S, 
is not in the support of F n INa, so by our cons& ruction fIFa, f = C. 
We conclude this section with an outline of the construhm of the model needed 
to prove Theorem 3.2. The details and the proof ious and are left to t 
hey are essentially straightforward generahzations of those toun 
s i , ah arxaya d1.e constructed si:r&taneous!y, tsu 
condition is allowed to give information about only finitely many, To simp%y the 
notation we will only describe that part of a condition which gives inflormaIion 
ilbout a particular a:rray. There are basically two wa.ys of carrying out the 
construction of this arrray. One, fol1owing [d], is to construct he entire array 
generically. This has the advantage of yielding what is perhaps a more interesting 
K - A -array, f.1~2, as we shall see later, it appears to require that if K or A iS Cofind 
with W$ we must alter the order types of the columns or rows. The alternatilve, which 
WC shah use here, is to begin with an array of the proper size and to then a(,td & new 
rows and columns to make it bimaximal. 
Thus look at any uncountabfe cardinals K s A s c. We first choose an arbitrary 
K - k-array & = {A 8, ::a < K, p C= h} in the ground model r (Oddly enough, it 
* chx not mstter whether or not Se has any maxima1 rows or columns. Hclwever, if
we begin with a fixed c - c-array and use the first K rows and h columns for all IC: 
and ,A, then the completed arrays will exhibit an interesting form of “almosT 
nr:stin,g”.) For’ convenience, our arra 93 wil1 be constructed over o inpta:ad of N. 
and will be indexed as {B E : a < K + 1}. Reindexing will then yield i- 
K - A. -array. 
A r:ondition will give us a finite amount of information about finitely many of the 
new sets added to construct 9B, and this information about a given set 23: xvi11 be L-4 
two parts. The first part will be a function from some n E w into (0, 1) and will be 
thou@t of as ;a partial characteristic function for Bf, and the second part wi1Z 
consist of a finite set of triples (n, y, S) where either y = QL and 6 < p, or qr < 4% and 
8 = P* Such a triple will be used to guarantee that when completed BE i’) L): G I+z,, 
and naturally there will be restrictions as to which triples can appear in which 
conditions. 
In order to make this precise, we shall need some notation. For any ord!!nal p let 
f.L*=p-I- I, for any set S 1et P ,(S).be the set of finite subsets of S, an31 for any 
function f from ordered pairs into ordered pairs Iet f”(a, tb) and f’(a, b) b\r: the ffirst 
and second elements respectively, of the pair f((a, b)). 
Next define 
Q = (K *:<A*)--(K XA), 
F={j:3n Eo(fE”{O,l})}, 
condition to be any function p whose domain is a finite subset 
is a subset of F X T, acd wtrlich satisl6es: 
S such thlat (a, y, 8) E 
Mkchk / Cieneraii2ations cfaimost disjoimr’ness lQ9 
Extensionality and compatibility of conditions are defined in t 
the countable antichain en as in 151. A generic fi 
isI then chosen, and we I e K - h -array E% k then 
= 1)) if (cx, @ 1 E: D, 
9 := cl 
otherwise, 
As we have stated before, the details of the proof that !3iS isbimaximal are left to 
the reader. The basic idea is to note that any subset of o in T “depends uyonf only 
countably many conditions. Now suppose th;at some row 9, say, is not maximal. 
Then choose a m denoting a set 5; (49) which is aliriDst disjoint from each 
member of 9, a choose a condition p which forces &is. But the set S and the 
condition p together depend upon a family Y’ of only couotably many members of 
9 (plus other members :bf 48 whkh we need not worry about), and since the order 
type of the new members of % with respect lto D is 1, 51’ must be bounded in 9Q. 
(Note, it is here we use the fact that ;\I * does not have cofiaality w.) I-Iowever, as in 
[6] it can be seen that ato Imember of 4SI! beyond 9 can be a’llmost disjoint from S. Cl 
Note that this :method could have been used in [6] to cc~nstr’uct directly MADFs 
of cardinalities clofinal with o. 
1. Characterize and find interesting examples of noa-separable families of 
subsets of N. 
2. Is every ultrafilter (separable? 
3. More generally, is every coverable family strongly coverable? 
4. If K isI the smallest cardinal K such that there is a unison of K separable families 
which is not separable, then what beyond 2.8 can be said about ? For example, is 
K equal to K,, is it related to the cardinality of the smallest infinite MADF, does 
K C K amply 2” d 2*O, etc.? 
S. Does the existence of a K -MADF imply the existence of a c-maximal 
K -a- K +-array? 
015. For infinite cardinals K < h does the existence of a bi: -MADF and a A - 
imply the existence of a bimaximal K - X -array? An affirmative answer wou 
#5, but we wou’ldl guess that the answer to this is nega.tive. 
‘7. If K is less than c, can there exislt a maximal K - c-array with no rn~~in~a~l 
columns? 
1% Is it consistlent that 
there neverthelerss exist 
/ 
110 1 S,.H. Hechkt / Cmemiizatims of almost disrjoiltiness ’ 
IO. Is every nowhere dense; subset of p - N a c -set? (13y 4.8 &is is eynivaitent to
#3 above, but perhaps the topology involved will yield some insight.) 
Fh 1a Is at least every nowhere dense set of c-points a c-set? 
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